
Whether travel is for business or a planned vacation…many 

people f ind it very challenging to get the good night sleep they 

need in a strange bed. We require 7 to 8 hours of sleep every night 

for peak performance. While traveling this can be particularly 

dif f icult , especially across time zones. . It doesn’t take long to 

see the symptoms of sleep deprivation and jet lag…body fatigue, 

digestive problems, dif f iculty concentrating, slow reaction time, 

poor judgment. That ’s one way to ruin a vacation. 

There are numerous resources that offer tips on how to make our journeys 

less stressful. However, traveling with the comforts of home is likely the 

best tip out there. 

What qualifies for these spiritual comforts is personal. Our favourite 

pajamas, our smart phone and charger… our pillow? When it comes to 

packing the decision comes down to what matters the most to your body, 

mind and … soul. 

And nothing can challenge a soul while on vacation like a poor night’s sleep. 

From the stress of packing, to flight delays and lost luggage …the last thing we 

need at our destination is to find ourselves tossing and turning and wishing 

we had the comfort of our own pillow between our head and a foreign hotel 

bed. Whether it is being at the top of your game for a business meeting or 

enjoying your sight seeing excursion it is not the time to be suffering from 

neck pain, head aches and lack of sleep. Recent studies from the Univer-

sity of Pennsylvania show that even partial sleep deprivations has a signifi-

cant effect on mood, with subjects reporting feeling more stressed, angry, 

sad and mentally exhausted. Dr. Lawrence Epstein. Sleep Specialist from 

Harvard Medical School, goes fiuther to say, “People who have problems 

with sleep are at increased risk for developing emotional disorders, depres-

sion and anxiety. There is no doubt that bringing your favorite pillow is one 

the best sleep aids you can have while travelling.

A survey presented by sleep expert Dr. Michael Breus found that 41% of 

Americans take their pillow when traveling on vacation (5o%women and 

31% men). He says, “If you are not sure about the sleeping environment 

at your travel destination, an easy solution is to bring your own pillow with 

you.” If your quality of sleep at home is nothing to write home about you 

start with the idea of investing in a high quality ergonomic pillow which 

could be the answer to your sleep disturbances.

If we can’t bring our own bed on our travels…at the very least let’s have our 

pillow!

A Good Night’s Sleep… A ‘Must’ For The Travelling Soul



Scientists have gone 
to great lengths to fully 
understand sleep’s benefits.

SLEEP IS 
VITAL TO 
GOOD 
HEALTH.
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www.envypillow.com  |  1-888-279-9904

THE SWEET SPOT

THE SUPPORT

ERGONOMIC SHAPE

Dust mite resistant, 
latex-free, top grade 

memory foam.
Includes

“Envy® Will
Travel” bag

PLUS
100% custom-
fitted bamboo

pillow case!

Over time, chronic sleep deprivation and/or improper 
sleep positioning may lead to an array of serious 
medical conditions including obesity, diabetes, heart 
disease, compromised immune system, early aging, 
and even early mortality.

enVy® has the next generation 
of pillow to help you achieve 
the quality rest you need!

SLEEP REPORT: 
THE SCIENCE OF SLEEP WITH ENVY®

Patented V-shape design provides optimal 
neck support and spinal alignment, 

minimizes face-to-pillow contact to reduce 
sleep lines and jaw pain from TMD and 

is also recommended for post facial 
treatments.

ANATOMY OF ENVY®

THE ANTI-AGING WELLNESS PILLOW

“ We may have approached the creation of our enVy pillow 
from two different angles...Anti-Aging and Wellness BUT we 
shared the same vision...we both wanted to sleep with the best! We both approached 
this pillow with personal interests. One saw sleep lines and facial imbalances in herself 
and her clients. The other was on a quest for a perfect pillow that could relieve her 
chronic neck and back pain after major spinal surgery. The result is a pillow that offers 
minimal face-to-pillow contact and provides the best cervical support for back and 
side sleepers. We want you to sleep with the best too!” 
Kathy Young Keefe R.N. / Kim Renton R.N., co-creators of enVy

Mothers of Invention


